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The Borrowed-Reserves Operating
Procedure: Theory and Evidence
Daniel L. Thornton

N [AlE 1982, the Ceder-al Reserve switched from a
nonborrowed-r-eserves to a bom-n’owed-r-esemves operating procedune.’ Analysts genem-ally believe that the
adoption of this pr-ocedure, which involves the use of a
“borrowings assumption” specified by the Federal
Open Market Committee (CONIC), n’epresents a policy
reversal towar-d the setting of the fedem-al funds n-ate
and away from direct money stock contr-ol.
‘[his paper- discusses the mner’its of the hon-rowedreserves open-atimig pm-ocedur-e as a method for- money
stock or- inter-est n-ate contr-ol, analyzes the relationships between the borrowings assumption, the feder’al
funds rate and the discount n’ate, and pr-ovrdes sonic
evidence on how the new procedun’e has been used
since late 1982.

THE NEW OPEIUTING PROCEDURE
The corner-stone of the bon-r’owed-m’eserves opem-atimmg pn’ocenlure is the bon’r’owimmgs function, which
reflects time basic economrmic factor-s that mdi cc (lepOs—
itory institutions to hon-row from the Ceder-al Reserve.
It is usually ar-gued that the level of bor-n-owings (Bor-r-)
fn’om the Federal Reserve is influenced pn-iman’ihy by
the spread between the feden-al funds n-ate FF14) and
the Fenleral Reserve’s discourmn n’ate (DR) Accordingly,
the hon-r-owings function is
I) Rorr,

b + b,IFFR, — DR,) + v,,
0
when-c h and 1), are constants )b, > 0). ‘The m-andom
0
ern-or term, i’, captures the effect of all othier factor-s
that determine depository institutions’ borrowings. It
can be thought to represent “tn-ansitony” shocks to the
bon-r-owings function, while changes in b, r-epresent
=
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‘‘permanent’’ shifts in the function. ‘Uris distinctiomm
will he useful later.
The equihihn-ium FF11, given DII, is deter-mined by the
demand for’ and the supply of total reserves. The
supply of total nv-serves is composed of nonbon’n’owed
r-esen-ves )NBR) and reserves supplied thn’ough the discount window. The demand for total reserves is composed of the demand for- requin-ed plus excess n-cserves. i’heor’v suggests that the demand for n-esemves
is inversely m-elated to the federal fmmmids r-ate. Equating
the demnand for and the supply of total reserves r-esults
in an equilihr-iumn equation for the feder-al hinds n-ate of
the gener-al for-nm
=
jw,, — p.NBR,, p,,, p., > 0.
1
This equation shows all possible comhinatiorrs of nonborrowed r-eserves and federal funds rates for- which
the supply of and the demand for- total n’esen~’esar-e
equal. Equation 1, pm-esemrted in figure ib, and equation
2, pn-esented in figure Ia, can be used In) illustrate how
the borrowings pr’ocedur’e opem-ates and to show sinnilarities arid differences between a borrowings operating procedure and a federal funds rate largeting pro—
cedur-e. Suppose the bon-m-owings assumption is set at
Bor.m.*, shown in figure ib. Tbme hor-n’owings assumption
n’epr-esenls the anrount of r-esen-ves that the Fed wishes
to induce depository institutions to borrow h-om the
discount window, ‘l’his implies I’VE nirust equal FFR*.
Given the demand and supply functions, the Fed cLur
hit its bor’n’owinigs tam-get by supplying nonhon’rowed
reserves equal to NBR. This establishes an equilibrium FF14 at FFR* consistent with the bon’r-owings
objective.

(2) FF14

While figure 1 clar-ifies the relationship between the
bon-n’owings objective, the funds n-ate and nonhor—
n-owed nv-serves, it may be unfamiliar to many reader’s.
c:orisequently, flom this point on, time analysis will be
ihlustramed in terms of the more famnihar figun-e 2. See
appendix A for a discussion in ter’nrs of figun’e 1 and
the details concen-ninig the variances of the feder-al
funds r-ate and bon’r-owings stated in time texti In figune
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Figure 1

Equilibrium in the Reserve Market under a Borrowings Procedure
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2, the supply of total reserves is obtained by adding
hon-rowed reserves )flom equation 1) to the desired
level of nonborn-owed resenves, NBR*, on the assumption that b,, > 0 see the shaded insen’t). The equilibt
rium feder-al fn,rnds rate, FF11 , is deten-mined by the
intersection of the supply and demand curves in
figure 2. As hefon-e, the tar-get level of hon-nv-wings is
achieved by pr-oviding the appn-opriate amount of nonborrowed nv-serves.
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Figure 2

Equilibrium in the Reserve Market under a
Borrowings Procedure
FIR
NBR

How the Fed Should Respond to
Shocks under a Borrowings Operating
Pn-ocedure
To irnden-stand pr-openly the efficac of the borrowings pr’ocedur-e as a method of money stock on interest
r-ate control, it is impom-tant to see how’ the Fed n-eacts
to shocks when using it. I”irst, consider’ its r-esponse to
an incr-ease in the demand for- total r-esenves, illus—
tnaled irn figirr-e Ja. Other things constant, an increase
in the demand for total reserves causes the equilibr-ium funds r-ate to nise fr-om FF11t to FF11t~and borrowings to rise fr-om the desired level )TR* — NBH*) to
t
— NI3R ). ‘i’o bmimig bor-r’owings back to its desired
level, the supply of nonhorrowed reserves must he
inicreased via an open mar-ket pur-chase of gover-nment
securities. This reduces the federal funds n-ate and
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Borrowings Function: A Supply or Demand curve?
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Fi9ure 3

The Etfett of an Increase in the Demand for Total Reserves under a Borrowings Procedure
FIR

FIR

FFR*’

11R

IFR

NBR* TRTR’

TR

(a)

brings borrowings back to Borr*; that is, TR* — NBR*)
equals TR*_NBR*!), as shown in figure 3b, Consequently, neither borrowings nor the federal funds rate
is changed; instead, the demand for’ total reserves is
satisfied by an increase in NBR,
Alternatively, the borrowings function could shift to
the right, illustrated by the rightward shift in the TR,
function in figure 4a, Other things the same, borrowings will increase and the equilibrium federal funds
t
rate will decline from FFR to FFR*, If the bon-n’owings
assumption is maintained at l3orr*, the supply of nonborrowed reserves must be increased, This will put
further downward pressure on the federal funds rate
until it reaches FFR*~~see figure 4b1, inducing born’owings back to Borr*, In this instance, bornnwings are
unchanged and the funds rate falls,

11w Borrowings .Procedurc:
An .Inçjjëctivc Tool/br Money
Stock Control
The above analysis suggests that strict adherence to
the borrowings procedure will not provide effective
money stock control, If borrowings are kept at the
assumed level, changes in the demand for money and,
hence, reserves will be accommodated by compensatory changes in the supply of reserves, This is illus-

NBR

NU’ 1R’

TR

(b)
trated by the usual money supply/money demand
paradigm shown in figure Sa, Here, the money supply
is positively related to the FFR arid is drawn holding
the discount rate and the level of nonborrowed reserves unchanged,’ As usual, the demand for money is
negatively related to the interest rate, If the borrowings
procedure is used to control the money stock, a
money target, M*, must be established, Given the demand for money and the discount rate, this requires
achieving a specific interest rate, FEW, Given the borrowings function, this implies a target level of borrowings {Borr*I and target setting for nonborrowed reserves NBR*),

‘The supply of money is positively sloped on the assumption that
borrowings are positively related to the funds rate and that the
demand for other reservabie components of the monetary base is
negatively related to the funds rate. See Thornton (1982b) for a
model that incorporates these assumptions,
The federal funds rate is not used commonly as the representative interest rate for money demand, But it is used commonly in
money supply models as well as those that incorporate both money
supply and money demand functions, This may not be desirable,
especially if the relationship between the funds rate and the true
representative rate in the money demand equation is either highly
variable or affected by changes in policy or policy-related variables,
It is adequate, however, if there is a fixed proportionate relationship
between these rates.
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Figure 4

The Effect of an Increase in the Borrowings Function under a Borrowings Procedure
FIR

FIR
NBR

IFR
FIR

FFR
11R”

a
IIBR

TRTR’
(a)

U

Suppose the demand for money increases fi’orn M
0
to Md. Other’ things the same, the resulting rise in the
funds rate would incm-ease borrowings. tn order to
4
reduce borrowings back to Borr , the supply of nonborrowed reserves must increase fi-orn NBR* to NBR”,
shifting the money supply schedule to the right as
shown in figure Sa, Because borrowings depend only
on the level of the federal funds rate given the discount r’ate and assuming the function is otherwise
stable), the desired level of bonrowings can be
achieved by supplying the requisite quantity of nonborrowed reserves. Hence, all shifts in the demand for’
money are accommodated by cor-r-esponding shifts in
the money supply if Born* remains unchanged. In this
case, no difference between money stock control tinder a borrowings procedure and a federal funds rate
targeting procedure exists.

‘Total reserves demand is composed of the demand for required and
excess reserves. The demand for required reserves can be thought
of as a derived demand, derived from the demand for money via the
relationship between checkable deposits and required reserves.
Because the demand for money generally is estimated to be
interest-inelastic, the demand for required reserves should also be
interest-inelastic. Of course, during the lagged reserve accounting
(LAiR) period prior to February 1984, the demand for required
reserves should be perfectly interest-inelastic, (See Thornton
(1983) for a discussion of the differences between lagged and
contemporaneous reserve accounting.) The demand for excess
reserves usually isfound to be relatively interest-insensitive as well.

NBRNBR’TR’TR”
(h)

TR

Now, suppose the borrowings function temporar’ily
increases, that is, v, > 0. This produces a temporany
rightward shift in the money supply from M, to M’,, as
illustrated in figure Sb, Other things the same, the
feden-al funds rate falls and borrowings increase, To
bring borrowings back to Borr*, nonborrowed reserves
must be increased, shifting the money supply schedule still further to the right from M’, to M”~.As a result,
the money stock is fur’ther away from its targeted level,
Ni’. Strictly enforced, the borrowings operating procedure yields less short-term control over the money
stock than a straight forward federal funds i-ate targeting procedure as long as the bor’r’owings function is
subject to some variability and the Fed makes no
allowance for’ the shift,’

The Borrowings Procedure as a .Pederai
Funds Elate Target
The hor-rowings procedure produces results that
are identical to those using a federal funds rate tar-get—
ing procedure if all shocks emanate from the demands
for money or reserves, The two procedures yield dif-

‘The assumption here is that the discount window is assumed
‘open,” given a set of unchanged administrative constraints.
‘This point has also been made by VanHoose (1988).
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Figure 5

The Effect of an Increase in the Demand for Money and the Borrowings Function on the Money
Supply under a Borrowings Procedure
FIR
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fer-ent results, however, when there ar-c shifts in the
horr-owings function, The borr-owings procedure exacer-bates the effect of short—run fluctuations in the bor—
r’owings function on the funds rate.” If any part of such
shifts is offset by changes in NBR, the borrowings
procedure will produce greater var-iability in the feder’al funds rate and less var’iability in bor’r-owings than
a direct funds rate tar’geling procedure. Indeed, undera borrowings pr’ocedure, the variability of borrowings
will be less than the variabihtv of the funds rate under
fair-lv general conditions! Nevertheless, if the borrowings function is stable in the sense that all fluctuations are tr’ansitory), fluctuations in the federal funds

‘foley (1986) argues that, while the Fed moves quickly to offset
changes in the demand for total reserves, it does not do so for
changes in the borrowings function, Thus, he argues that the federal
funds rate will vary more in the short run under a borrowed-reserves
procedure than under a federal-funds-rate targeting procedure.
foley’s assertion implies the Fed can distinguish between shifts in
these two functions,
‘The relative variability of borrowings will be less if the slope of the
total reserves supply function in figure 2 is flatter than that of the
demand for total reserves — a condition that is likely to hold — or if
the Fed is reasonably successful in offsetting the effect of shifts in
the borrowings function, See appendix A for details.

M’M’M”
(b)

rate will net out over time lElv,) = 01; therefore, the
borr’owings oper-ating pr’ocedure can be used to
achieve a federal funds i-ate target over a somewhat
longer-term horizon,’
Of course, the borrowings function also could exhibit permanent shifts associated with changes in b, in
equation I. In this instance, the assumned level of
hor-owings would be aclueved only with a substantial
change in the federal funds rate.’ For example, if
borrowings are maintained at a predetermined level
despite a permanent decrease in the borrowings functiori, nonbor-rowed reserves must be reduced until the
feder-al funds i-ate rises enough to return hor-rowings
to their former level, On the other hand, if the federal
funds i-ate is kept at its for’mner level, the borrowings
assumption must be lower-ed.

‘The two procedures are equivalent if the shocks to both the demand
for total reserves and borrowings exhibit no persistence and if no
attempt is made to offset such temporary shocks. See appendix A
for details.
‘Wallich (1984), p.26, notes that the borrowings function is unstable.
Therefore, he contends the borrowings procedure cannot be regarded as a form of “ rate-pegging,’ because the “... chosen level
of borrowing is consistent with any range of values of the funds
rate.”
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tn summary, the borrowings operating procedure is
a useful surrogate for a short-run federal funds rate
targeting procedure only if all changes in aggregate
borrowings are produced by shifts in the demand for
total reserves, It is a useful stu’rogate for a longer-i-un
federal funds rate targeting procedure only if the borrowings function is stable, that is, subject only to
temporary, random shifts, It is unsuited for- a federal
funds r’ate target whenever there are permanent shifts
in the borrowings function, unless the borrowings
assumption is changed sufficiently,

The Policy .irnphcations of a Change in
the Borrowings .Assumption
Usually, monetary aggregates or interest rates are
chosen as intermediate policy targets. Why is the
borrowings procedure used when the money stock or
the funds i-ate could be more directly controlled by
other procedures? What are the policy implications of
a change in the borrowings assumption? Without precise information about the intermediate policy target,
it is difficult to answer- these questions definitively;
nevertheless, some generalizations can be made.
If the bor-rowings function is stable, an increase in
the bon’owings assumption can be inter’preted as a
move toward restraint in that it reduces the supply of
reserves relative to demand, Conversely, a decrease is
a movement toward ease, If the bor-rowings function is
unstable, in the sense that permanent shifts occur,
however, changes in the borrowings assumption may
reflect the Fed’s awareness of these shifts and its
desire to mitigate their- effect on the funds rate, A
failure to change the borrowings assumption, on the
other hand, could he interpreted as a movement toward ease or restraint, depending on the dir-ection of
the shift of the borrowings function,

The Relationship Between Changes in
the Borrowings Assumption and
Changes in the Discount Bate
Changes in the borrowings assumption and the
discount rate can be viewed as substitutes. Because it
depends on the discount rate, the TR, curve shifts with
a change in the discount rate, For example, a discount
rate increase shifts the sloped portion of the it, curve
to the left at all levels of the funds rate, If the borrowings assumption is unchanged, the quantity of nonborrowed reserves must he reduced until the funds
i-ate n’ises enough to r’estore borrowings to their dcsir-ed level, On avem’age, the federal funds rate will
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change point-for-point with a change in the discount
rate under’ a strictly enforced borrowings procedure.
The same change in the equilibrium tèder-al funds
rate could be obtained by changing the borrowings
assumption instead. Consequently, changes in the
borrowings assumption and changes in the discount
i-ate are substitutes in their effect ori the federal funds
rate under- a str-ictly enforced borrowings procedure.”
Table 1 reports changes in the discount rate and the
borrowings assumption fi’om October 1982 through
December 1986. Technical discount i-ate changes, reportedly made solely to keep the discount rate in line
with mar-ket interest rates, are denoted by a T; those
made for other-, policy-related. reasons are denoted by
a P,’ As the table shows, changes in the borrowings
assumption and the discount rate generally occur-i-ed
ar-ound the same time: five of the 11 changes in the
discount i-ate came within about one week of a change
in the borrowings assumption, while two were within
two weeks- Moreover, all changes that occurred close
together were in the same direction, indicating consistent movements in both the borrowings assumption and the discount i-ate,
The table also shows alternating periods of ease and
restraint. From October 1982 through the end of the
year, the borrowings assumption and the discount
rate were i-educed, While changes in the borrowings
assumption were modest (even cumulatively) and one
discount rate change was rechmucal, policy eased
moderately during this period.
From spring 1983 to spr’ing 1984, poluw moved toward restraint, The borrowings assumption was
raised by $800 million from March through August
1983, lowered in October 1983 by 8150, then increased
by $350 million in March 1984. The last increase was
followed closely by a 50 basis-point technical increase
in the discount i-ate,
Policy was easier- during the fall of 1984, The borrowings assumption was reduced by $700 million fr-om
early October to late December and two policy-i-elated
cuts in the discount rate reduced it by a full percentage point. There were no large. consistent movements
in the borrowings assumption during 1985 arid none
after early February 1986, despite four cuts in the
discount rate (three of which were policy-i-elated).

‘Because a one percentage-point change in the discount rate is
associated with about a $420 million change in borrowingsover this
period, a $420 million change in the assumed level of borrowings
should have an effect on the funds rate equal to a one percentage’
point change in the discount rate. See Thornton (1986).
“See Thornton (1986, 1 982a) for a discussion of the classification of
discount rate changes into technical and non-technical changes.
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tion in borrowings about its mean level,” For the
bon’owings procedure to he used effectively as a federal funds rate target over the lotiger run, the boi-n’owings function must be stable, It is important, then’efore,
to deterniine whether there have been permanent
shifts in the borrowings function, If so, the key issue is
how the borrowings assumption was changed in r’esponse to these shifts.

Table 1

Changes in the Discount Rate and the
Borrowings Assumption
Change in the
Change in the
discount rate borrowings assumption
~inbasis points) ~inmillions of dollars~
October 6 1982
October 2, 1982
November17, 1982
Noverroe’ 22 1982
Decembe’ 14 1982
Decembe’ 22, 196?

S

50

50 1
50

SOP
50 P
50

Mare, 30, 1963
May25 1983
Juqe24, 1983
1
Ju y 12 ‘983
August24 1983
Ortohers, 1983

50
100
100
250
100
150,

March28 1984
Apr’ 9, 1984
October 3. 1984
~4ovemoer8, • 984
Novomoe 23 1984
Decemoer 19, 1964
Decemner 24 1984
Fubrc-ary 14 1985
March 27. 1 98b
May20 1985
May22 ‘985
August21 1955
October 2, 1985
NovemDer 6, ‘985
Decc-mber 18, 1985

350

Fehri.ary 13,1986
Ma’ch 7, 1986
Apnl2’, 1986
1
Julyl 1986
Aigust2l,’986

-

-

-

SO I
250
175
SOP
275
30 P

-

-

50
50
SOP
50
/5
75
sO
100
50
SOP
501
SOP
SOP

To examine this issue, equation 1 was estimated
using random coefficient regression, where both the
constant ten-m, b,, and the slope coefficient, b, are
allowed to vary through time,” Chart 1 presents
random-coefficient-regression estimates of the constant term and a band m’epresenting plus or minus one
standard er-n-or’. The ver-tical lines show the dates on
which the bor-rowings assumption was r’aised or lower-ed, as indicatedThe intercept shows considerable variability. With
hut three significant exceptions, the borrowings assumption was changed in the direction consistent
with mitigating the effect of shifts in the borrowings
function on the federal funds rate.” ‘I’he three exceptions occurred in October 1984, August 1985 and October 1985, In October 1984, when the borrowings function shifted upward, the horr’owings assumption was
reduced fi’om $1 billion to $750 million, In both August
and October- 1985, the borrowings assumption was
raised, despite the downward shift in the hon-r-owings
function, Both increases wet-c r-elatively small ($75
million each), however-, and both wer-e cotnpleteiy
offset by the mid-December decrease,
These r’esults an-c consistent with movements in
borrowings, the borrowings assumption and the federal funds i-ate presented in chart 2. The October 1984
change in the borrowings assumption preceded
movements in borrowings; however, this action followed a 100 basis-point dr-op in the funds rate from its

T lndrcates charges maae so~eiy10 keep thc a scor,.nl rate ri Irne
web ,‘rarkot rnterest rates
P Inercares changes made for other- pclrcy-r&atod rcasons
1

‘ii
irrr rrrc-I,rriI I;ritrrr icr cIelc’rrcrrrrrir,~ Iii1
tIrc’I,rirric~\irrr4’~1crr,rr’rIrjrr’rcr,IIri-trrrirI’~r.rrc-rrrrI liii’
Irc,’Ilr-\ ,trrii~ r,Il,— t.ilrrIir~ it tIn InIcr’nrr~~rnr,r4s
hum—
mum lIr—Iiinir—,ilI~ clii- l,rmm-rn)\~mrrr4’, tririrlirmrm
‘Lilrl(i’t mu rrmmr~—rcImr,mlnIm-rimnilimmmr \mi imtlmiri I~ii’rlu liii’

‘~I1mmrrIIr’t\~—m-rrtlim- tirlmr,mI trmrrrls -cli mmmi! clii’ ilis—
mmmcml r;mtm— r—\Iil.mmmm tm’,—, harm 5u I (j’C( mt mit Inc

’This is for the period from October1982 through June 11, 1986. See
Thornton (1986). This same function estimated for the 222 weeks
prior to October 6, 1979, has an R’ of about .70.
‘The procedure used here is suggested by Garbade (1977). The
equation was first estimated allowing only the constant term to vary.
It was then reestimated allowing both the constant and slope coefficients to vary; this was done to determine whether variation in the
slope coefficient was being inappropriately attributed to the constant
term. The results presented in chart 1 are from the latter estimation.
The qualitative interpretation of the relationship between changes in
the borrowings assumption and shifts in the borrowings function
was not affected by the different estimation procedures.
‘There were two other exceptions: they occurred on October 6, 1982,
and May 22, 1985. In both instances, however, these changes
predate the shift by only one week, Including these in subsequent
statistical tests does not affect the results.
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Chart

Varying Parameter Intercept
‘7

.6

.5

.4

.3

.2

Jan.’82
The grey vermicol lines refer to posimive change, in the borrowings onsuniption.

cyclical peak for- the week ending August 22.” Nearly
all other changes in the borrowings assumption wer-e
preceded by movements in borrowings arid the feder’al funds rate in the same diiection,

A Comparison of the Var,ahthtv 0/
Ron-owings and the Federal Funds Rate
Fum-ther evidence on the effects of using the borrowings pn-ocedure can be obtained by analyzing scatter’
plots of borrowings and the federal funds rate dur’ing
periods in which both the borrowings assumption

“The FOMC meeting was held on October 2, 1984. The federal funds
rate had fallen to 9.84 percent on September 26, though it averaged
10.73 percent for the week ending Wednesday, September 26. The
weekly peak was 11.77 percent for the week ending Wednesday,
August 22; the daily peak occurred on August 1, when the federal
funds rate was 12.04 percent.

and the discount rate wer-e unchanged .“ The previous
r-esults suggest that there an-c considerable tempotary
shifts in the demand for- borrowed reserves, If most of
the effect of short-run van-iation in the bor’rowings
function on the federal funds i-ate were offset quickly,
there would be little van’iation in the feder’al funds i-ate
but considerable van’iation in born’owed reserves, In
the extreme, if the effect of all such shifts on the funds
rate wet-c quickly and completely offset, all observations would lie along a vertical line iepn’esenting the
aver’age of the fedetal funds rate in a scatter- plot of
borrowings and the federal funds r-ate. On the otherhand, if bor-rowings were kept close to the assumed

1t

This procedure was suggested to me by R. Alton Gilbert, It is
interesting to note that the variability of borrowings could be reduced
by simply “tying” the discount rate to the federal funds rate, This
point was made by Thornton (1982b) and more recently by
VanHoose (1987).
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Millions of mlollors
Chart 2

Borrowings, Borrowings Assumption, and Federal Funds Rate
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level, the funds rate should var-v n-elatively mom-c than
bom-r-owings, In this case, the observations should he
cluster-ed about a horizontal line at the assumed level
for horn-owings.’
Dur-ing the post—October 1982 per’iod, there wer’e six
pet-nods with 10 or more weeks in which both the
bor-n’ownngs assumption arid the discount i-ate were
unchanged.” Scattem- plots of bon’n’owings and the fed—
em-al funds rate for’ these per-iods ate pr-esented in

“The variability of borrowings and the funds rate depend on the
slopes of the TR, and TR, curves and the extent to which random
shocks are offset. If more than 50 percent of such shocks are offset
during the period, however, there will be more variability in the funds
rate than in borrowings regardless of the slopes of these curves,
“Plots for the omitted periods show no pattern. They consist, how~
ever, of very few observations.

0

J

F MAM

J

JASON

1985

Di

F MA

MJ

JASON

0

1986

charts 3a through 3f,” The data used in these char-ts
have been normalized, The actual level of borrowings
was normalized by dividing it by the level of the
hor’r-owings assumption for the r-espective period. The
fedem-al funds n-ate was riommalized by dividing it by its
aver-age n-ate for the pen-iod’°All charts have identical
scales for both variables to make it easy to compare the
r’elative van-iability, The solid horizontal arid vertical
lines denote wher-e the non’malized variables are, equal

“These data exclude outliers such as the “window-dressing” borrowings during the final reserve period of the year and the unusually
large borrowings associated with Continental Bank of Illinois, See
Thornton (1986) for a discussion of the latter episode.
“Because the mean of the normalized rare spread equals one, the
rate spreads will be scattered symmetrically about the vertical line.
In contrast, the data points will be scattered asymmetrically above
(below) the vertical line depending on whether the borrowings
assumption is below (above) the average level of borrowingsfor the
period,
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Chart 3

Selected Scatter Plots of Normalized Borrowings
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(d)
The vertical reference lines refer to the normalized mean of the federal funds rate; the
horizontal reference lines refer to the normalized mean of borrowings.
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and the Normalized Federal Funds Rate
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With the exception perhaps of chart 3c, no period
suggests a rapid adjustment to maintairr hor’n-owings
at the assumed level, In contrast, two per-iods charts
3a arid 3d show relatively little variability in the fedenal funds rate, Indeed, a connpar-ison of these chat-ts
with chat-t 3g shows that the funds r-ate tluctuated less
an-ound its mean during these per-iods than it (lid
anound the midpoint of the Fed’s nar-r-ow range for the
federal funds n-ate in early 1979.

—

2180

1690

0.88 0.91

Finally, chart 3g is a scatter plot from late December
1978 to late July 1979, when it is gener-all~acknowledged that the Fed was tar-geting the federal funds
rate, During this period, a 75 basis-point target range
for the feden-al funds i-ate was specified!’

2680
2430

0,85

to one, Some descriptive statistics for the raw data ar’e
pn’esented in table 2.

July 18, 1919

-

2

(I)

Millions of dollars
3180
2930

December 24, 1986

&
&

‘l’here should be less van-iahility in borrowings and
more variability in the federal funds r-ate under a

&

_l.IIIIIl____l____I_
0.97 0.00 1.03 3.06 3.09
Percent
(9)

“This was the only extended period in which the federal funds rate
band was both narrow and unchanged.
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Table 2

Descriptive Statistics for Borrowings and the Federal Funds Rate
Federal funds rate

Borrowings
Period

Mean’

SD’

CV

Mean

SD

$‘i 19047

53670

3083

10 16.

1e49

0153

3263

1659

5084

856

1176

0137

Oct 12, 1983—
March21 1984

6880

214,9

3124

95~

13~3

0196

April18 1964
Sept 26. 1984

951_a

30’ 8

3173

‘1 15

4g35

0443

May29 1985Aug 14, 1985

5590

2136

3821

774

2618

0338

Apni3O 1986Ju’y 9 1986

284,9

796

2794

689

0525

0076

Aug 27, 1986Dec 24, 1986

:343,8

184 /

5372

598

1742

0291

Dcc 27, 1978July25 1979
Dcc 29,1982
March 23.1963

NOTE SD oenolc-s tie standard oeviatiori, cv rJerotes the coefhuent of vaqaton, , e - SD Mean
In mehons of dollars
- Excludes the
w-ndow-dressing oorrowings for the week ending January 5, 1983
Excludes the four weeks of unusua :y ‘arge borrowings (May 16 -June 6j associated w,lh th~prob.en’s
of Oonlirienial Bank of lImo’s

borrowings tar-get than under an inter-est rate tar’get.
Table 3 presents the mean, standard deviation (SD)
and a measure of relative van-iability, the coefficient of
variation) Ct’), for weekly data during the period of the
borrowings oper’ating pn-ocedur-e and during an equal
riumber of weeks under an inter’est-r-ate-tar-geting regime. ‘l’he r-esults are gener-ally consistent with those
discrrssed above, The var-iability of hortowinigs dift’eis
little in either- absolirte or- r-elative ten-ms between the
two per ods. The variability of the feden-al funds rate,
however-, fell considerably; its SIJ declined nearly 30
percent, while its CV declined nearly 50 per-cent.”

The Impact of Changes in the
Borrowings Assumption on the Federal
Funds Bate
If changes in the bor-i-owings assumption wer-e
made pr-inrar’ily to offset shifts in the bor-rowings lunc—
tion, ther’e should he no significant r-eiationship be—

“This result is only marginally affected by the switch from a one-week
to a two-week reserve accounting period. If only reserve period data
are used for the CAR period, the standard deviation of the funds rate
is 1.60 percent and the coefficient of variation is .19.

tween changes in the bon’n’owings assumption and
movements in the federal funds rate. If changes in the
bor-rowings assumption an-e made fon- othen’ r’easons,
they shoinld pr-oduce a significant effect on the feder-al
funds i-ate!-’

2SThis is true only if a discount rate change shows significant direct
effect on the federal funds rate; Thornton (1986) argues such an
effect should be small and insignificant. Indeed, this may provide an
expectations-effect-free method of assessing the direct effect of a
discount rate change on market interest rates. See Thornton (1986)
for discussion of three potential effects of a change in the discount
rate on the federal funds rate.
Because the Federal Reserve makes a public statement when it
changes the discount rate, it is difficult to separate the direct and
announcement effects. In contrast, the levels of the borrowings
assumption for the previous calendar year are made public in the
Spring issue of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York Quarterly
Review, Because appropriately scaled changes in the discount rate
and the borrowings assumption have equivalent announcementfree effects on the supply of credit in the market, the direct effect of
discount rate changes can be gauged by investigating the effect of
changes in the borrowings assumption if the Federal Reserve
moves quickly to stabilize the level of borrowings at the new assumed level, If changes in the borrowings assumption are made to
offset the effect of shiffs in the borrowings function on the federal
funds rate, they will not produce a significant effect on the federal
tunds rate and will not provide an announcement-effect-free test of
the direct effect on a discount rate change.
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‘I’o investigate this, the following equation was
estimated
(3) AFFR,

=

a,, +

E a,AFFR,, + R,ADWI’,
i= 1
K

+ ~,ADHNT, ±

>

p4RA,

+

8,,

i=0
Here, AFF’R denotes the change in the federal funds
i-ate, ADRT and AIJRNT denote “technical” and “nontechnical” changes in the discount n-ate, ABA denotes
the changes in the borrowings assumption and r
denotes a n-andom er’ror ten-rn. A change in the borr-ow—
ings assumption was assumed to he effective the day
after the decision was made,” This equation was estimated using ordinary least squan-es (OLS) for the period fn’om Octoben’ 1,1982, through December31, 1986;
however’, the equation was estimated separately for
the period of lagged reserve requirements, LHH (tip to
Fehr-uary 1, 1984) and conlempor’aneous r-eserve r-equir’ements, Cl-tB.” ‘t’he eqiration was estimated using
daily, weekly and r-esen’e-period data (one week before February 1, 1984, and two weeks thereafter).
Because it is not known how quickly changes in the
born-owings assumption ar-c implemented or how rapidly the federal funds rate might r’esponcl, lags of ABA
wei-e included; however’, the F-statistic for including
lagged values of the ABA, F,,,,~,,.,,shows that the r-ela—
tionship between the AF’FR and ABA is contemporaneous regar-dless of whether daily, weekly or- r-esenveperiod data ar-c used.”
The resulfs are reported in table 4. ‘They indicate a
statistically significant positive relationship between
changes in the funds n’ate and changes in the hon-row—
irigs assumption only for weekly data during the GliB
period. A further investigation of this r-elationship,
however-, shows it to he quite fr-agile (see appendix B

“All changes in the borrowings assumption but one were made at
regularly scheduled meetings of the FOMC.
“The equation was estimated for separate periods for several reasons. First, it would be inappropriate to estimate the equation using
reserve-period data for the entire sample period with OLS because
the error terms of one-week and two-week average data will be
different and OLS would not reflect the heteroskedasticity induced
by the change in the reserve accounting period. Second, the coefficients do not appear to be stable over the entire period as the results
of table 4 suggest. Third, there is a pronounced quarterly seasonal
spike during the LRR period (as is readily evident in chart 2) that is
not statistically identifiable during the CAR period. Finally, there is
low-order autocorrelation in the error term during the CAR period
which is not evident during the LRR period.
“The exception was tor daily data during the CAR period; however,
the sum of the coefficients was not significantly different from zero.

Table 3

Descriptive Statistics on Borrowings and
the Funds Rate under Interest Rate and
Borrowings Operating Procedures
Statistic

Borrowings

Pasta! funds rate

July 9,1975 October 3,1979
Mean

SD

$567
533

CV

94
October 6 19*

Mean
SD
CV

$660
571
67

& 88%

209
30
DecemberSl, 1956
860%
142
17

NOTE SD denote the standard devration CV denotes the
coeffic ritofvwratron me, 0 Mean

for details) - I-lent e then e r no strong statistic ally sig
nificant relationship bctween changes in the borron
ings assumption and changes in the funds rate. ‘I hese
r -sults arc ( onsistent with the previous ones that
changes in the bor rowings assumption were made
pr’irnar’ilv to accommodate slufis in the hon-r owings
function,

SUMMAHY AND CONCLUSIONS
‘l’his papel assesses the usefirlness of the boir-owings operating procedum in controlling the money
stock or the inter’esl rates. The borrowings procedure
is a poor method for achieving money stock control. In
fact, a federal funds n-ate targeting procedur-e is superior for both money stock and interest male contr-ol,
‘l’he bor-n.owings procedure is an effective means of
targeting the federal frrnds rate in the short run only
when the var-iatton in bor-r’owings is due solely to shifts
in the demand for total r’eser-ves. tt is an effective
me~uisof targeting the federal funds rate over’ loniger’
periods only when the borrowings ftrnction is stable. If
there are per-manent shills in the hon-n-owings function,

“Alternatively, these results could be interpreted as evidence that the
announcement-free, “direct effect” of a discount rate change on the
federal funds rate is nit.
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Table 4

Estimates of Equation 3
October 1.1982—
February 1.1984

Gons~an
~DIRI.
~DRNT
ABA,
F,~
F,,,
SEC

Daily
001

Reserve
period’
004

Daily
001

Weekly
001

1046)

Ii

02m

i0,44r

0.261

0631

1 32
m208~
085

0,49
l055~
59
i2651
00005
1050)

0 13
1019)
072
1182)
00018’
r2 121

0,23
0301
069
(178)
00010
1238~

005
1008i
0B0
11961
0-3004
0 58;

1536’
180

982
256

70l
153

034

00004
1050
-

February 2.1984—
December31. 1986

844
127

Reserve
period
003

‘91

0,1854

0~302

01188

0’640

00397

02860

02942

0.4709

03~5

03247

1
‘md ca’es statmstmca- srgnm mcancc- at the 5 percent level- two-lammed test
During the LAR ourmod, Pie reserve period was one week
F-staf,shc for the lagged values of ~FFR A quarterly seasonal was fl: ,.rde-~~orweekly cata br the LRR
permod
F-stat,stmc for ragged vu ues of ABA, The reportea resu!:s are for ar’ equ~l’or-Inat dme nor nc Joe aggc-c
valLes or ~BAmf they were iot smgnmtmrant

the federal funds r’ate will vary with shifts in the
borrowings function, and the borrowings procedure
can he used to tar-get the federal funds nate only if
compensator-v changes in the borrowings assumption
are made.

Federal Reserve Bank of New York. “Monetary Policy and Open
Market Operations in 1985,” Quarterly Review (Spring 1986), pp.
34—53Garbade, Kenneth. “Two Methods for Examining the Stability of
Regression Coefficients,” Journal of the American Statistical Association (March 1977), pp. 54—63.

Evidence indicates that the bon-r’owings function is
unstable, Also, it suggests that gener’ally the borrowings assumption has been changed in the direction
that offsets the effect of permanent shifts in the bor’n-owings function on the federal funds i-ate.

Gilbert, A. Alton, “Operating Procedures for Conducting Monetary
Policy,” this Review (February 1985), pp. 13—21.
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Appendix A
Complete Results for a Simple Model of the
Reserves Market
This appendix develops the results stated in the text
in terms of a simple model of the money stock. The
model consists of the following equations:
All ‘FR,,

a,

=

(A2J Borm’

=

)A3) ‘fR,

—

a,FFR

+

u

Ii,, + b,(l”F’Fl — OR)
NBR

+

+

hoe’,

and
iA4i I’R~— ‘111,,
where TB denotes total r-eserves and the subscripts
“d” and “s” denote “demand” and “supply,” llorr
denotes the amount of bon’r-owings and NBR the supply of nonhon-rowed n-eserves, which is assumed to be
contr-olled by the Fed. FEB and DR denote the fedet-al
funds and discount r-ates, respectively, and u and var-c
random errors such that E(ui = Liv) = Eluvi = 0’
Equations Al — A4 can be combined to yield the
expr-ession for the equilibn-ium feden’al hinds rate
lAS) FIR

=

—X’INBR

+

)b,,—a,,)

—

iDR

+

v

—

oft

where X = (a + b,). Figure Al—a shows the expected
value of this equilibrium equation.’ Given the discount
rate and the structural parameter’s, it shows all possi—
Ijie combinations of FF11 and NBR such that the re—
serve market is in equilibrium. Figure Al—b reflects the
expected value of the bor’rowings function, equation
AZ.

‘The “time” subscript, t, is dropped for convenience.
‘The curve slopes downward on the assumption that the interest rate
intercept is positive. A sufficient condition for this is that a,> b,.

If the Fed establishes a borrowings objective, Borr*,
the federal funds r-ate must equal FFR’, given the
discount i-ate. line equilibr-ium tn’ade-off curve mdi:ates that the tar-get level of borrowings can be hit by
pr’oviding nonhorrowed reserves equal to NBR*, ‘l’his
illustrates the r’etationship between a bor-n-owings operating procedure and a federal funds rate tan’geting
procedure. If the Fed does not respond to stochastic
shocks, the variance of borrowings will be identical
under eithem’ procedure, as will the variance of the
feden’al funds r’ate.
Differences between the two procedur’es emerge
when the Fed acts to offset disturbances in bor’r-owings, v. ‘The results depend on the time period over
which the disturbances are oper’ative and the assurnption made about the distn’ihutions of u and v. For
example, ii shocks occur each day and if v and u are
white noise, such shifts essentially will he impossible
n
ii
to oft’set. l”urthermor’e, because ~ u/ri and ~ v,/n
i1
iT
appr’oach zero as n gets ku-ge, there is no need to offset
these shifts if the planning hor’izon is fairly long, Over
slion’tet periods sirch as a reserve period (one week
befon’e February 1984 and two weeks thereafter), these
cmlii’s will seldom “aver-age out;” then-efore, it may be
desirable to offset par-t of these shocks. Also, these
shocks may exhibit persistence, e.g., ti = pu,, + r,
and v, = p,v,_, + ‘q,, when rand ‘q, ar-c white noise. In
this case, Ihe Fed may also find it advantageous to
offset some shifts dunng tile r-eserve pen-iod (or-, for
that matter’, over a soriiewhat shorten’ or longer period)
depending on the magnitude of ç, arid p,.
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Figure Al

Equilibrium in the Reserve Market under a Borrowings Procedure
FFR

FFR

So rr

FFR

FFR

NBR

HBR

Borr

The Model ttth Coinplete Adjust rnent to
Shocks
The bon-n’owings operating procedure can he differ’entiated fn’om an interest n-ate targeting procedure by
compan-ing the appnpi-iate r’esponse to shocks in
either bon-owings or- the federal funds nate under- each
procedur-e. Initially, this is done under the assurnption that the Fed completely offsets all shocks.
Under the borrowings procedure, the appropriate
response to shocks is to change nonborm-owed reserves in accordance with the mule:
(Au) dNI3R

=

u + (a,/h,lv.’

Thus, nonbor’r-owed reserves should change dollar for
dollar with a shock to the demand for- total i-esen’es
and by a larger or- smaller amount (depending on tile
relative magnitudes of a and h, for- a shock to borrow-

Barr

(b)

(a)

ings. ‘fhese cases are illustmated in figures AZ and A3.
In figure AZ, a fully anticipated increase in the demand
for’ total reserves shifts the market equilibrimrm curve
by u; the borrowings function r-emains unaffected by
this shrck. Consequently, tile target level of the federal
ftrnds rate is unchanged, but NBR is increased by u.
In figure A3, a positii’e value of v shifts the bon-rowings function to the i-ight by v and the mar-ket equilibrium curve to the left by v. As a result, the level of the
funds rate that is consistent with the homr-owings objective is lower and nonboi-r-owed reserves must be
expanded by (a/b) to liming the funds n-ate down
enough to maintain bon’n-owings at the target level. If
the Fed fully offsets shifts in the demand for total
reserves, neither hoi-r-owings nor the funds rate will
change. If the borrowings function shifts, however’,
bomn-owings would n-emain at their’ tan-get level bitt the
federal funds rate will change.
Under- a federal hinds rate targeting procedun-e~the
appropriate r-ule for adjusting nonbon-r-owed r’eserves
%%‘otildl he

‘This rule is obtained by substituting AS into A2, totally differentiating
the result and setting it equal to zero. Technically, the result is dNBR
= du + (a,/b,)dv; however, since the results are presented about the
expected value, du and dv have been replaced with u and v.

(AT) dNnlR

=

u

v.

Note that the response to a shock in total reserves
demand is the same as under the bor-r-owings operat—
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Figure A2

The Effect of a Rise in v under a Borrowings Operating Procedure
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Figure A3

The Effect ol a Rise in v under a Borrowings Procedure
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Figure A4

The Eftect of a Rise in v under a Federal Rate Targeting Procedure
hR

FFR

Born
Bonn

FIR

FiR

Bonn Bonn’
(b)

NBR
(a)

ing procedure, equation AG. The difference in the two
procedures comes in the response to shifts in the
borrowings function. ln the case of an inter’est i-ate
target, the Fed offsets the effect of an increase in the
borrowings function by reducing nonbori-owed n’eserves by v (illustrated in figure A4(, while under a
borrowings operating procedure, the Fed increases
nonhorrowed m’eserves by (a,/h,( of the shock.
tinder an inter-est rate tar-get, if the Fed offsets all
shifts in the demand for- total n-eserves, neither’ hor’m’owings nor’ the funds n’ate will deviate fr’om their- tar-get
levels as utider the bor-n-owings pmocedur-e(. If the Fed
offsets shifts in the borrowings function, the funds rate
will riot vary; however’, there will be variability in
borrowings.

The Model with Incomplete Adjustment
to Shocks
The above analysis is based on the assumption that
the Fed has perfect foresight and completely offsets
shocks to total n’eserves or hom’r-owings. Now assume
that the Fed only offsets pam’t of the shocks. That is,
equation AG can be r-ewritten as
(AS) dNBR,

=

Su + 3)a,/bjv,

Bonn

wher-e 3 represents the pt-opon’tioni of shocks which
the Fed offsets over’ a given planning horizon, 0 ~ 3 ~
T. 6 = I is the complete adjustment model, 3 = 0
represents a model in which the Fed makes no attempt to offset shocks. 3 would likely incr’ease with the
length of the planning horizon.
The variance of bon-owings and the funds n-ate under a bor-n’owings operating pr’ocedure carl he cxpr-essed as
(AS) Var)Bon’r ho in”)

b~)i— 3)’ X’ ~

=

+ i—li, X’)i +3rr/b/(’u~
and
(A1O( ~‘ar(FF’RIBorr’)

=

Ii

_62 K—’ u~+ XHI + 6 a,/b,Fmr~,

respectively.~ Note that Var)Bor-r- Borr”( equals zer-o
if S = 1, and lc’(b~o’~+ a~r~if S = 0. Also,
Var)FFR Borr~(equals (~~/b~)
ifS = 1, and X’(u~+ cr~(if
3 = 0.

I

The var-lance of hor-m’owings and the funds rate under a funds rate tar’get can he expressed as

~These expressions are obtained by applying the definition of the
variance, e.g., E[Borr — E (Borr)l’, and replacing NBR — E(NBR)
with equation AS.
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(Air Var)llorr F’FR’)

b~)1—6)’ K—’a~

=

+ It

—

ii,

K-U —6)I’u~

andl
)A1Z) \/am’)Fr’RI FF’R’

=

I

respectively. ‘[he ~‘ar’(hlorn- FFR*) equals u~if6 = 1 and
4
?c’ib~u~
+ a,ot( if6 = 0, while the Var(FFR FFR equals
zero ifS = 1 arid K’(o~+~ ifS = 0,
A compar-isori of equations AS arid All shows that
the var-iance of bor-r’owings will lie smaller uridler’ a
bor’r’owirigs pr-ocedur-e than under an inter-est rate
tan’geting pm-ocedure for- S > 0 arid equal for 3 = 0. The
variance of the funds rate will lie larger irnden’ a bon—
r-owirigs procedure than under an interest rate targetinig pr’ocedlur-e for 3 > 0 and equal for’ 3 = 0.
Also, it is possible to establish conditions underwhich tile var-iance of bor-r-owings will be small relative
to the variance of the federal funds n-ate urider a
hor-rowirigs tar-get. Solving equation Alt) for- (1 —31
Kkr~and substituting the result into AS yields
ALt) \‘ar)Borrl Bor’r”)
± (i—h,

=

I

I

Since the term b~Var’(FFR Borr*( is met-ely the variance
of the inter-est r-ate expressed iii units comparable to
\‘ar-(Bor-r Bor’r’~(,after- some sirirplification, the variance of bor’r’owings n’elative to the feder-al funds rate
under a bor-rowirigs oper-ating pr-ocedirr-e can lie written as

I

I

I

—

b~Var)F’FR Borr’

=

)l—O)’iY~—

where 0 = b, K— ‘(I + Sa,/h,(, 0 is a nnonotonic increasing function of 3.The right-hand side of A13 is negative
ifO >1/2. This condition will hold ifb > a, on-ifS ~ 1/2.
Flence, under- some fairly gener-al conditions, the vanarrce of bomn-owings will be less than the var-iance of the
feden-al funds i-ate under a bor-r-owings operating
procedure.
Likewise, equation A1Z can he solved for K’)l — 61o’~
arid the result substituted into equation All. This
yields
(Au) \/arlbori-I FFR)

of the funds rate under’ an interest i-ate tar-geting
pr’ocedur-e.
While it may seem oddl that the expressions for the
relative variance do not depend on u~,this result is
quite intuitive. Variation in the demand for total re—
serves affects the variance of bor-rowings only through
its effect on the variation of the feder’al funds rate, not
directly through the bor’m-owings function. Conse—
queritly, variability in the demand for- total reserves
onE’ produces variability in the mar-ket interest r-ate;
given the borrowings function, this tr-anslates into an
equal amount of appr-opriately scaled variability in
hor-r’owings. This result is illustr-atedl in figure AS under
the assumption that 3 = 0.
This also explains why contr-ol er-ron’s, ic,, NBR =
NBR* + w, where w represents a randomn control err-or-,
increase the van-iatiility of both horr-owings and the
federal hinds rate, but do not aftect the variability of
borr’owings relative to the fundis n’ate. This is illustr-atedl in figur-e AS alternatively as NBR above (NBR’) onbelow INBR”( the target level NBR*(.

•What I/’u and rAre Correlated?

b~Var)F’FR Iiorr)

K-’ II +3a,/h,)I’at —14K-’ Ii+Sa,/b,)’y/,

(A 14) \‘ar)Borr Borr’ I
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I

—

b~Var)F’FR FFR’)

=

(i—rh)’ (r~—

where mu = b, K—fl —5). 4c is a monotoriic decreasing
function of 6. The riglit-hand side of equation i~15will
he negative if4n > l/2,Thiswill be satisfied ifb, > a orif
3 > 1/2. Consequently, if the Fed is able to offset more
than half of the shocks over- its planning horizon, the
var-iance of bon’rowrngs will be larger than the variance

One possibility that deserves consider’ation is the
case where u and vat-c corr-elated, that is, shocks to the
demand for total reserves, ii, produce a change in the
demand him hon’rowed r-esenves, v, To see how this
affects the r-esults, considler- first the special case in
which the shocks are perfectly con-related, e.g., v = Eu.
Assume that ~ is positive, although this assumption is
not cr-itical to the results. Given these assumptions,
equation AS can be n-ewritten as
)Al6) FFR

=

—K-’[N13ft

+

(h,,—a,,(

—

h,DR

—

Ii

—~

u)

Note that (I —~ is positive ifO CE <I, zero ifE = land
negative if E>l, Given this assumption, no shifts in the
homn-owings function ar-c independent of shifts in the
demand for total reserves. Hence, the difference that
the con-relation between the er-n-or ten-ms makes can be
seen by comparing the effect of a change in u under
both assumptions. ln the model that assumed independence, the equilitir’ium interest n-ate curve shifted
to the right by u while the bon-r-owings function did not
shift, as in figun’e AZ, Under perfect positive correlation,
the rnan-ket equilibrium curve shifts by (1— E(u, while
the borrowings firnction shifts by Eu. These shifts
determine the extent to which open nianket operations must be undertaken to stabilize borrowings at
the tar-get level.’ It also can he shown that the assump-

‘If e < 0 and equal to — b,/a,, nonborrowed reserves will not have to
change to stabilize borrowings at the target level. In this case, the
leftward shift in the borrowings function just cancels the effect of the
rightward shift in the equilibrium curve on nonborrowed reserves.
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Figure A5

An Illustration of Why the Variance of Borrowings Relative to the Federal Funds Rate is Unaffected by
FIR

FIR

Bonn

F FR

FFR

NBR
(a)

tion of pen-fect con-n-elation has rio effect (in conclusions
about the variability of hor-r-owings and/or’ the feden-al
funds i-ate under- the alter-native oper-ating procedure,
What if the stochastic dlistur-banices are not per-fectly
con-related? I-on’ exampi e,as sume that v = Eu + -q,
wher’e -n is identically and independently distn’ihuted
with a mean zer-o and a variance o’~.Given this as—
sumptioni, the error tenrn of equation AS is simply
— K ‘(i’ + (I —
ii); the same as that ofAS except that u
is n-eplaced by (I — ERr arid ‘r] replaces v. Consequently,

E

Bonn
(b)

all of the pr-eviouslv stated results hold.’

~Theintuition for this is straightforward. The variability of borrowings
under a borrowings operating procedure relative to that under a
federal funds rate operating procedure depends only on the variability of the borrowings function, Since variability of the borrowings
function is the same under any of these assumptions, i.e., v
~uor
even v = ~u ‘I i~, for both the borrowings and federal funds rate
targets, the assumption made does not affect the general conclusion
about the variability under these procedures. This is also the reason
the general conclusions about the variance of borrowings relative to
the federal funds rate under the borrowingsoperating procedure are
unaffected by this assumption.
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Appendix B
A More Detailed Analysis of the Effect of a Change in the
Borrowings Assumption on the Federal Funds Rate
‘l’he pun-pose of this appendix is to pr-esent detailedl
results on the effect of a change in the bon-rowings
assumption on the feder-al funds rate. One way to
calibr’ate such effects is to estimate a redluced for-ni
equation fon’ the level of the feden-al funds n-ate )l”l”R):
(Bl) FFR,

=

a

+ ~tJR, + iRA, +

F.,,

when-c DR arid BA denote the level of the discount n-ate
and bor-r-owings assumption. Under a strict bon’rnwedr-eserves operating procedure, fS should lie positive
and equal (inc. OLS estimates of equation Bl an-e reported in the top half of table RI for tire LR8 and CR8
periods. Thn-ee significant aspects of these n-estrlts deserve particular attention. Fin-st, the hypothesis that 13
= 1 is rejected at the 5 percent level during both
periods. Second, the Q statistic does not indicate loworder ser’ial correlation dur-ing the LRR period, hut
does indicate it dun-ing the CR8 period. Nevettheless,
the residuals show a pronounced quarterly seasonal
spike dun-ing the LRR period (cleanly evident from
char-t 2 of tire text) - Third, the standard error’ of the
equation increases dr’anuaticall during the CRR peniod, indicating increased variability of the FF8 under
CR8. (Tins is tn’ue whether weekly or reserve peniod
data are used,)

Because ofthe seasonal spike dun’ing the LRR period
arid serial con-relation of the residuals during the CR8
period the equations were reestimated including
lagged dependent var-ialiies, The results are r’eported
on the bottom half of table BI, (Four- lags of FF8 are
included during the CR8 pen’iod; in addition, FFR,,, is
included during the LRR period.) Dun’ing the LRR
period, the coefficient on BA increased somewhat,
although its t-r-atio declined, Also, the estimate of 13
declined substantially and the hypothesis that 13 = I
is rejected at very low significance levels, For’ the
CR8 period, the estimated coefficient on BA nledined by near’l two-thirds and the t-ratio declined
dramatically.
Then-c are sever-al n’easons for questioning the estimates from the level equations. ‘l’he fir-st reason relates
to the time-series properties of the individual senies
themselves, BA is highly autocomn’elated, as table B2
indicates, The fact that the levels of BA and FF8 are
highly autocor’r’eiated affects the relationship between
them. Tins is evident in the simple correlation coefficients given in table B3, The simple cot-n-elation of FF8
and BA is higher than that of FFR arid actual adjustmerit plus seasonal borrowing, Borr, during the LRR
period; howeven’, the correlation coefl’c.ient of fir-st

Table Bi

Estimates of Equation Bi
Period

Constant

DR

BA

October n 1982-February 1,1984

223’
12371

f678~

0017’
1960)

Februar~2,1984—
December31 1986

081
n2221

80’
1341

0029’
n1095J

Octoberi,1982February 1 1984

539’

(5231

42
12,021

February 2,1984December 31. 1 Y86

053

,2&

(1-76)

12 29)

72’

‘Indncates swtnstncal srgnnfncance at the 5 percent level
‘Test that FIR,
FF H, - ano FFR -- arc jonnfly 7ew
- Test that FFR
FFR are jointly zero,
6
‘Test for whrte rronse resndua’s d;stributed v( )

-

DL

SEE

-—

469

3041

-

3805’

3763

0027
n6,64~

571”

595

2616

0011’

lO 13’-

078

3072

(2 90)
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Table B2

Autocorrelations of Time-Series Variables for Reserve-Period Data
Lag
Variable

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

6

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

?
60
17

17
55
16

12
49
14

34

00

~4
42

39
15

01
34
16

October 1.1982-- February 1.1984
F-FR
BA
Born

55

£3

98
3?

95
37

~8
92

46
88

39

25

37

36

32

23

85
27

81
31

76
3h

71

23
66

27

09

February 2.1984 — Decemben 31.1986
FIR
BA
Bar

97
97

94

69

St

78

72

“3

38

33

28

~3

83

76

~q

60
54

48

89

66
6’

54

93

47

40

33

26

20

4

09

50

32

25

27

19

17

09

07

10

12

‘0

09

04

,~7

00

n’eser’ves. Consequently, actual hor’rosvings can, and
do, deviate from the desinecl level. Neven-theless, oven’ a
longer time period, the average level (if borrowings can
he close to the (lesil-edl level. This is especially likely if
adjustments ar’e made to nonborrowed t-eserves or if
the bon-r-owings assumption itself is changed to keep it
in line with actual bori-owings levels.

abi

S
a,,—I~ss!rve*

-,

—

Son
SbtGbert ‘ffifl

efru~st 19$

Therefon’e, when the level of the fundis i-ate is i-c—
gressed on the level of the borrowings assumption,
there is a tendency to t-etr-ieve this long—i-un n-elation—
ship to a gi-eater on- smaller degn-ee, depending on
how closely the bon’rowings assumption mimics actual borrowings.’

Eebrtsa~ 1984

Pecsnb~i%fl$3

El

nSa

seWn

per

i-H

-

-,

/

dilreneni( es of 118 and BA is dramati( ally different
ft orn that of their’ let els. This i not true howet er of
flit U(iI relation bern, tnt’ Brin r arid I ‘FR andi ~Bor-r and
LXU 8. 1 on- the CR8 period when thUr autocon i n’la
tionis match closely the cot relation iietvt een I I 8 and
BA is tngh. Yet in fir st—diffcn-crn e ton’ni the cot relation
is essentially the same as during the 1.88 lien iod and is
not statistically signifi ant.
~second reason to 1i cautious of the let el cquation
rcsults has to do with the long—i tin stabilit~ of the
born owings function rtselt. Ihe lion t’owings assump
tion does not r’epr-esent an exogcnou. supply (if lion
nowings’monc pr-cc iscly it is an exogenous target letel
that the Fcd attempts to induce depository institu
tionis to hold by alter ing the supply of nonbor rowed

In or-der to more closely capture the effect of an
exogenous change in the born’owirigs assuriiption on
the fundis rate, first dnflerences of the hinds rate are
regressed rin fin-st dliffei-ences of the bon-i-owings assumption. ‘this should yield consistent estimates of
the immediate n-esponse of the federal funds n-ate to ani
exogenous change in the bort-owings assumption,
even if the level specification is cor-n’ect! Mon-coven-, it

‘Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests for stationarity applied to borrowings
and the funds rate indicate that both series are integrated of order
one, i.e., 1(1) for the LRR period. When the test is applied to the
residuals from OLS estimates of equation 1, however, the results
indicate that borrowings and the funds rate are cointegrated in the
Engle-Granger (1987) sense. The augmented Dickey-Fuier test
indicates that BA and FF8 are 1(2) over the CR8 period. Yet the test
indicates that the residuals from equation 1 estimated over this
period are stationary.
The OLS estimate of b,, of equation 1 from the text for the LRR
period is 471. This yields an implied coefficient estimate of (3 of
equation 91 equal to .0021 (1/471). The implied estimate of (3 for the
CRR period using reserve-period data is .0038 (1/260).
‘See Plosser, Schwert and White (1982).
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Finally, because the Iinin-r-owings assumption is
changed infr-equentls’, changes in the borrowings assumption can lie partitioned into those that do have a
significant effect on the federal funds n-ate and those
that dlo not. This is clone by estimating the equation:
K
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should avoid spur ous con-relation often expen-ienced
when the levels of nionstation~u’vsenies an-c used.
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borr-ownngs assumption over the sample pei-iod.’ The
estimated standar-d error ft-tim this equation, o’~,mea—
sun-es the conditional van’iance of AFFR fcir periods
when ABA = 0. Hence, the t-ratio for the jth ABA
indicates how much the federal frindls n-ate moved
during this period relative to per-iods when the lion-—
r-owings assumption was unchanged.
The t—ratios for each ABA an’e n-epor-ted in table B4.
The r-esults indicate that, of the 17 changes in the
bon-r’owings assumption during the 1.88 per’iod, 10
wer-e inversely related to changes in the federal funds
n’ate. IJun-ing the CR8 period, either seven ot eight of
the 21 ABAs wer-e niver-sely n-elated to the funds n-ate,
depending on whether weekly or reserve-period data
are used. The results in table B4 can be used to
pantition ABA into those that have a positive signifi-

n+

~

p~ABA,,, +

8,.

j—t
syliei-e ABA,~takes on the value of the jth change in the
bon-n-owings assumption dur-ing the pen-iod and is zero
otherwise. I.. denotes the number rif changes in the

‘If daily data were used, L is equal to the number of changes on the
borrowings assumption over the sample period. When weekly or
reserve-period data are used, the data are averaged on a pro-rata
basis, Consequently, L denotes the number of weeks or reserve
periods that are affected. This is usually larger than the number of
changes in the borrowings assumption itself,
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cant effect on the funds nate, ABA-A, those that have a
significant negative effect, ABA-AN, and alt other’s,
ABA-B. This was done by including in the A on’ AN
gn-oups all ABAs that are significant at the 025 pci-cent
level using standard analysis. Those changes in BA
that are in the A (ir AN groups ar-c designated con-n-cspondingly in table B4.
Estimates of the samne basic equation with the partitioned data at-c presented in table B5. In all cases,

JANUARY/FEBRUARY lOSS
except the single observation in the A group dluring
the LRR period, the coefficients on the A anti AN
partitions an-c significant at the 5 pen-cent level - Mnin’e
importantly, the coefficients on the changes in tIm
liorrowings assuriiption in the B partition. which account for the vast majority of changes in the fior-r’ow—
ings assumption, were uniformly insignificant at the 5
percenit level. This evidence indicates that the link
between changes in the bon’n-owings assumption and
the fediem-al funds rate is, at best, weak.

